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AL-Aarab`s Narrators Poetry 

 

 

The study deals with eloquent AL- A’arab narrators 

who have lived in the desert.They are a rich source to 

the linguistics and literary men.They are not only 

narrators tell stories but some of them are poets.I 

tried to achieve that through a plan consist of:- 

-Preface:-it includes the definitions of the terms of 

AL-Aarab and the tale.I talked about AL-Aarab and 

their role in Arabic poetry as well as the growth of 

their characters. 

Section one:-it is to give biographies about               AL- 

Aarab`s poetry. 

Section two:-it is about the subjects of their poetry 

according to its importance due to them. 

Section three:-it includes artistic characterstics of 

narrators AL-Aarab`s poetry through five aspects 

a.form  b.language c.style  d.artistic images  e.music. 

Section four :-it is the ivan of narrators                    AL- 

A`arab`s poetry.In the beginning,I put my way in 

examination poetry and then cited more than four 

hundreds lines of verse for twenty eight poets. 

I made an appendix for the divan and cited narrators AL- 

A`arab whose poetry are collected by others.I added to 

the divan some poetry which haven`t mentioned in that 

collection. 
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      The most important results of the research 

 

1-narrators AL- A`arab are not only narrators but some 

of them are poets . 

2-not all of them are giftedpoets.some of them make 

many poems and some of them make very few 

poems. 

3-The cultures of desert has a great impact on the poetry 

of narrators AL- A`arabs poetry,this indicates their 

clinging to the values which they brought up and 

their longing to their countries. 

4-the impact of the culture and civilization which they 

transmitted is very little. 
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